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Abstract: The contact kinematics of a robotic hoop and a pole system is obtained by using the
Montana’s equations, considering the case of contact without slipping. The resulting kinematic
model is completely nonholonomic. After some mild assumptions, a set of Pfaffian constraints
is established. Then, a dynamic model of the system is developed by employing the Lagrange–
d’Alembert formulation. This dynamic model, which represents an underactuated mechanical
system, is later used to design a controller which does not need velocity measurements. The
proposed method, and its robustness against model uncertainties, is validated through numeric
simulations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

When dealing with the problem of a robotic manipula-
tor interacting with an object, most of the works in the
literature are devoted to tasks where the object is firstly
grasped by the manipulator and then a desired trajectory
is followed (e.g., pick–and–place). Alternatively, interac-
tion with objects can be performed without grasping, what
is called nonprehensile manipulation (Lynch and Mason,
1999). Nonprehensile manipulation enhances the capabil-
ities of a robot inasmuch as it extends the manipulator
workspace and, more importantly, the quantity of tasks
that can be performed. However, since the number of
degrees of freedom is generally increased, both mathe-
matical modelling and analysis can be more complicated
than in the prehensile case. To deal with this problem,
a complex nonprehensile manipulation task is commonly
decomposed in simpler sub–tasks called primitives. As
mentioned in Lynch and Mason (1999), some examples
of such primitives are sliding, rolling, pushing, throwing,
catching, and so on.

In the rolling primitive context, some study cases are
successfully addressed in the literature, e.g., a juggler’s
butterfly movement (Lynch et al., 1998; Surov et al., 2015),
a disk–on–a–disk system (Ryu et al., 2013; Donaire et al.,
2016b), and a ball rolling on a bowl (Choudhury and
Lynch, 2000). The underlying motivation for studying such
kind of problems is to make it possible for robotic systems
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to perform complex tasks, in an attempt to emulate the
human capabilities.

In this paper, an example of the rolling nonprehensile
manipulation primitive is studied, i.e., a hula–hoop sys-
tem. This system consists of a pole in contact with a
hoop. The pole is intended to be moved for inducing,
through contact, a spinning movement of the hoop. There
are few works in the literature approaching the robotic
hula–hoop. One of the early works (Caughey, 1960) stud-
ies the relation between the limit cycles of a pendulum
oscillating in a planar movement with the hoop dynamics
and its dependence on initial conditions and parameters.
In Seyranian and Belyakov (2011) two exact solutions for
the hoop movement in an horizontal plane under an open–
loop controller action are presented. Some experimental
results with a dedicated robot and an open–loop controller
are shown in Kakehashi et al. (2012).

In contrast with all the mentioned works, in Nishizaki
et al. (2009) a dynamic model and a control strategy
are developed to stabilise a pole and a hoop system
considering non–planar movement. This is carried out by
employing the Montana’s equations (Montana, 1988) to
obtain the contact kinematics. The authors proposed a
partial feedback linearisation controller to stabilise the
hoop movement.

In this work, a similar modelling procedure as the de-
scribed in Nishizaki et al. (2009) is followed. First, the
Montana’s equations are employed to obtain a kinematic
model. This kinematic model can be shown to be com-
pletely nonholonomic (Siciliano et al., 2010, p. 477). Sec-
ond, a set of Pffafian constraints are obtained from the
kinematic model. Next, the Lagrange–d’Alembert equa-



tions are used to obtain a dynamic model satisfying the
nonholonomic constraints. As a result, a mechanical sys-
tem with three inputs and eight generalised coordinates is
obtained. A simplification procedure based on the Pffafian
constraints can be employed to project the dynamics into
the subspace of allowable motions, obtaining a set of
five second–order differential equations with two inputs.
These equations have a Lagrangian structure with five
coordinates and three inputs. The resulting underactuated
mechanical system has the property of being strongly in-
ertially coupled (Spong, 1994). Also, the constraints are
of the second order kind (Oriolo and Nakamura, 1991).
Regrettably, the conditions given in Olfati-Saber (2000)
to transform the model into a cascade form, with the
subsequent control design simplification, are not satisfied.
In addition, the control objective cannot be reduced to a
regulation problem, but tracking in the underactuated co-
ordinates must be achieved. This restriction disallows the
direct application of the otherwise ad hoc result proposed
in Donaire et al. (2016a).

Finally, in this paper, an extended–state high–gain ob-
server controller is designed for the reduced model to avoid
both velocity measurements and complete dependence on
the mathematical model.

2. KINEMATICS

Consider the hoop and a pole system shown in Figure 1. In
this figure, the inertial, pole, hoop, and contact Cartesian
frames are displayed, corresponding to the subscripts w,
p, h, and c, respectively. The contact frame is defined as
follows: oc is located at the contact point, xc is in the
line connecting the hoop centre with the contact point
and pointing outwards the pole, zc is normal to the hoop
equatorial plane passing through oc, and yc is chosen to
form an orthonormal frame.
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Fig. 1. Pole and hoop system.

The following notation is adopted: vji means that the
vector vi is referred to the j frame. If a vector or matrix
is referred to the world coordinate frame the superscript
(·)w is omitted. The notation In is adopted for the n× n
identity matrix andOn×m for the zero matrix of dimension
n ×m. For the m = 1 case, 0 denotes the zero vector of
dimension n.

2.1 Pole equations

Define the following local coordinates for the pole surface:

• θ: angle from one arbitrarily defined point on the pole
surface to the contact point, measured by taking zp
as the rotation axis.

• zo: distance form the origin op to the contact point
over the zp axis.

Let αo , (θ, zo), then the pole surface in local coordinates
is described by

co(αo) = [rpcθ rpsθ zo]
T
, (1)

where rp is the pole radius, cθ , cos(θ), and sθ , sin(θ) .
The tangent vectors are thus computed as

cou = [−rpsθ rpcθ 0]
T

(2)

cov = [0 0 1]
T
. (3)

It is easy to see that ‖cou‖ = rp and ‖cov‖ = 1. The
corresponding normal vector is given by

no = [cθ sθ 0]
T
, (4)

with partial derivatives

nou = [−sθ cθ 0]
T

(5)

nov = [0 0 0]
T
. (6)

The second–order partial derivatives of cou , necessary to
compute the torsion, are

couu = [−rpcθ −rpsθ 0]
T

(7)

couv = [0 0 0]
T
. (8)

Therefore, following the definitions given by Montana
(1988), the metric Mo, curvature Ko, and torsion T o of
the pole surface are

Mo =

[
rp 0
0 1

]
, Ko =

[
1/rp 0

0 0

]
, T o = [0 0] .

2.2 Hoop equations

The following local coordinates for the hoop are defined:

• γ: angle from one arbitrarily defined point in the hoop
surface to the contact point measured by taking zh
as the rotation axis.

• ψ: angle of the equatorial plane of the hoop over yc.

Define αf , (γ, ψ), so the hoop surface in local coordinates
can be described by

cf(αf) = [−(lh − rhcψ)cγ (lh − rhcψ)sγ −rhsψ]
T
, (9)

where lh and 2rh are the hoop radius and thickness, respec-
tively. The corresponding tangent vectors are computed as

cfu = [−(lh − rhcψ)sγ (lh − rhcψ)cγ 0]
T

(10)

cfv = [rhcγsψ rhsγsψ −rhcψ]
T
. (11)

In this case, ‖cfu‖ = lh−rhcψ and ‖cfv‖ = rh. The normal
vector is given by

nf = [−cγcψ −sγcψ −sψ]
T
, (12)

with partial derivatives

nfu = [sγcψ −cγcψ 0]
T

(13)

nfv = [cγsψ sγsψ −cψ]
T
. (14)

The second–order partial derivatives of cfu are

cfuu = [−(lh − rhcψ)cγ −(lh − rhcψ)sγ 0]
T

(15)

cfuv = [−rhsγsψ rhcγsψ 0]
T
. (16)



For the hoop surface, the metric M f , curvature Kf , and
torsion T f are given by

M f =

[
lh − rhcψ 0

0 rh

]
, Kf =

[
−cψ/ (lh − rhcψ) 0

0 1/rh

]
,

T f = [−sψ/ (lh − rhcψ) 0] .

The fifth coordinate φ is the angle form cou to cfu,
measured over the xc axis. The relative curvature is given
by

K̃o =
1

rp

[
c2φ −sφcφ
−sφcφ s2φ

]
. (17)

Now, by combining both surface geometric parameters, the
Montana’s equations in terms of the relative velocities ωx
and ωy between the contact frames, assuming no sliding,
i.e., vx = vy = vz = ωz = 0 are given by[

γ̇

ψ̇

]
=

1

lhc2φ − (rp + rh)cψ

[
rp + rhs

2
φ

(lh − rhcψ)sφcφ

rhsφcφ
(lh − rhcψ)c2φ − rpcψ

] [
−ωy
ωx

]
(18)[

θ̇
żo

]
=

1

lhc2φ − (rp + rh)cψ

[
(lh − rhcψ)cφ

−(lh − rhcψ)(rp + rh)sφ

rhsφcψ
−rhcφ (lh − (rp + rh)cψ)

] [
−ωy
ωx

]
(19)

φ̇ =
(rp + rhs

2
φ)sψωy − rhsφcφsψωx

lhc2φ − (rp + rh)cψ
. (20)

2.3 Simplifications and Pfaffian constraints

By defining the contact coordinates vector

qc = [γ ψ θ zo φ]
T
, (21)

the kinematic equations (18)–(20) can be rewritten as

q̇c = g1ωx + g2ωy , (22)

where

g1 =
1

lhc2φ − (rp + rh)cψ


rhsφcφ

(lh − rhcψ)c2φ − rpcψ
rhsφcψ

−rhcφ (lh − (rp + rh)cψ)
−rhsφcφsψ


(23)

g2 =
1

lhc2φ − (rp + rh)cψ


−(rp + rhs

2
φ)

−(lh − rhcψ)sφcφ
−(lh − rhcψ)cφ

(lh − rhcψ)(rp + rh)sφ
(rp + rhs

2
φ)sψ

 . (24)

In order to simplify the kinematic model, assume that
the hoop thickness can be neglected, i.e., rh = 0. By
choosing a basis for the left null space of G , [g1 g2] one
can construct a set of Pffafian constraints (Murray et al.,
1994, p. 320) given by

Ac(qc)q̇c = 0 , (25)

where

Ac(qc) =

[−lhcφ/rp 0 1 0 0
sψ 0 0 1 0
lhsφ 0 0 0 1

]
. (26)

Let qp , [xp yp zp] be the generalised coordinates of the
pole expressing its position in the Cartesian space. Also,

define the vectors qr ,
[
γ ψ qp

]T
, qs , [θ φ zo]

T
, and

q , [qr qs]
T

. Then, the constraints (26) can be written as

Ar(q)q̇r + q̇s = 0 , (27)

where

Ar(q) =

[−lhcφ/rp 0 0 0 0
sψ 0 0 0 0
lhsφ 0 0 0 0

]
. (28)

3. DYNAMICS

Let xp
h ,

[
xph y

p
h zph

]T
be the position vector of the hoop

centre with respect to the pole frame 1 , which in terms of
the generalised coordinates is expressed as

xp
h =

[−lhcθcψ + rpcθ + lhsθsφsψ
rpsθ − lhcψsθ − lhcθsφsψ

lhsψ + zo

]
. (29)

Notice that, since Rp = I3, it holds ẋh = ẋp
h + q̇p. Now,

let mp and mh be the hoop and pole masses, respectively,
and let g be the gravity acceleration constant. Thus, the
system Lagrangian is

L(q, q̇) =
1

2
mhẋ

T
h ẋh +

1

2
ωT

hRhIhRT
hωh

+
1

2
mpq̇

T
p q̇p −mhg(xph + xp)−mpgxp , (30)

where Ih = diag
{

1
2mhl

2
h,

1
2mhl

2
h,mhl

2
h

}
is the hoop inertia

tensor with respect to the hoop frame, ωh is the hoop
angular velocity, and

Rh =

[
cψcθ − sφsψsθ −cφsθ cθsψ + cψsφsθ
cθsφsψ + cψsθ cφcθ −cψcθsφ + sψsθ
−cφsψ sφ cφcψ

]
(31)

is the hoop rotation matrix with respect to the inertial
frame. The hoop angular velocity can be obtained from
this matrix by means of the expression S(ωh) = ṘhR

T
h ,

where S(ωh) is a well–known skew symmetric matrix
constructed from ωh. The corresponding angular velocity
is

ωh =

cθφ̇− cφsθψ̇sθφ̇+ cφcθψ̇

sφψ̇ + θ̇

 . (32)

The Lagrange–d’Alembert equations, properly absorbing
the Pfaffian constraints, are given by(

d

dt

∂L
∂q̇r
− ∂L
∂qr
−Υr

)
−AT

r (q)

(
d

dt

∂L
∂q̇s
− ∂L
∂qs

)
= 0 ,

(33)
where

Υr ,

[
02

u

]
, (34)

with u ∈ R3 the vector of generalised forces acting on the
pole.

The procedure described by Murray et al. (1994, Ch. 6)
can be employed to eliminate q̇s and q̈s, which results in
the dynamic model

Mh(q)q̈h + ch(q, q̇h) + T h(q)q̈p = 0 (35a)

Mp(q)q̈p + cp(q, q̇h) + TT
h (q)q̈h = u , (35b)

1 There is a slight abuse of notation, since xp
h
, yp

h
, and zp

h
are scalars.

The superscript is kept to avoid confusion with the coordinates of
the same point with respect to the spatial frame.



where qh , [γ ψ]
T

. Since Mp(q) is always invertible, one
can solve (35b) for q̈p and substitute into (35a) to obtain

M r(q)q̈h + cr(q, q̇h) = T r(q)u , (36)

where

M r(q) ,Mh(q)− T h(q)M−1
p (q)TT

h (q) (37)

cr(q, q̇h) , ch(q, q̇h)− T h(q)M−1
p (q)cp(q, q̇h) (38)

T r(q) , −T h(q)M−1
p (q) . (39)

The dynamic model (36) can be further simplified to
obtain

q̈h = f(q, q̇h) + g(q)u , (40)

with the definitions f(q, q̇h) , −M−1
r (q)cr(q, q̇h), and

g(q) ,M−1
r (q)T r(q).

Remark 1. The main difference of this section with respect
to the model presented by Nishizaki et al. (2009) is that
the Lagrange–d’Alembert formulation has been directly
applied instead of the Euler–Lagrange one. By using
the Lagrange–d’Alembert equations, the dynamics of the
system is projected on the space of allowable motions,
what can be exploited to reduce the number of states.
Another difference is that the coupled model, with the full
state comprehending the pole and the hoop coordinates,
has been considered. �

4. CONTROL

The control objective is to regulate the contact point
position to an arbitrary desired value while simultaneously
spinning the hoop at a desired angular speed. At the
same time, the hoop must remain in the pole transversal
plane. More precisely, the control goal can be expressed
as driving γ̇ → γ̇d and (ψ, θ, zo, φ) → (0, 0, zod, 0), with
γ̇d, zod desired constants. The control objective can be
simplified, assuming γ̇(t) 6= 0, ∀t ≥ t0, by defining the
desired velocity for the ψ coordinate as

ψ̇d = (−lhsφs2ψ − k
Tξ)γ̇/(lhcφcψ) , (41)

where ξ , [ξ1 ξ2 ξ3]
T

, ξ1 = zo − zod, ξ2 = −lhsφ,

ξ3 = lhcφsψ, and k , [k1 k2 k3]
T

, with k1, k2, k3 ∈ R
positive constant gains. As stated in Nishizaki et al. (2009),

tracking ψ̇ → ψ̇d, with ψ̇d defined as in (41), guarantees
convergence of (ψ, θ, zo, φ) → (0, 0, zod, 0) for −π/2 <
φ,ψ < π/2.

In order to carry out a performance comparison, in the
next sections it is first introduced a modified version of
the noncollocated partial feedback linearisation (NPFL)
proposed in Nishizaki et al. (2009), by considering u as the
control input instead of the pole acceleration q̈p. Later,
the output feedback controller proposed in this work is
developed.

4.1 Noncollocated partial feedback linearisation

Given the desired velocities γ̇d and ψ̇d as proposed in the
last section, the goal is to stabilise the system (40) by
designing a control law for u. The NPFL control law is
given by

u = g+(q) (−f(q, q̇)−Kr(q̇h − q̇hd)) , (42)

where (·)+ stands for the right pseudo–inverse, Kr ∈ R2×2

is a diagonal matrix of positive constant gains, and q̇hd ,[
γ̇d ψ̇d

]T
.

4.2 Extended state high–gain observer

To avoid direct measurements of the generalised coordi-
nates time derivatives, the observer–based controller pro-
posed by Sira-Ramı́rez et al. (2010) is applied to stabilise
the system (40). In order to apply this method, consider
the following assumptions.

Assumption 4.1. z1(t) , f(q, q̇h) can be locally modelled
as a time–dependent Taylor polynomial plus a vector of
residual terms, i.e.,

z1(t) =

p∑
i=0

ait
i + r(t) , (43)

where p is the degree of the Taylor polynomial, ai are
vectors of constant coefficients, and r(t) is a vector of
residual terms. �

Assumption 4.2. The vector z1 and at least its first p time
derivatives are uniformly absolutely bounded for every
trajectory of the system. �

Remark 2. While Assumption 4.1 is easily satisfied locally
by any dynamic system, Assumption 4.2 is more restric-
tive. This last assumption can be relaxed for fully actuated
mechanical systems to assume only existence of the re-
lated derivatives, but not their a priori boundedness (see
Gutiérrez-Giles and Arteaga-Pérez, 2014, for deatils). It
is worth to point out that p = 1 in (43) is a common
choice in the extended state observers literature (see Guo
and Zhao, 2012; Li et al., 2012, for example), along with
Assumption 4.2. �

Taking into account Assumptions 4.1 and 4.2, and by
defining qh1 , qh and qh2 , q̇h, the extended state model
can be written as

q̇h1 = qh2 (44)

q̇h2 = z1 + g(q)u (45)

ż1 = z2 (46)

...

żp−1 = zp (47)

żp = r(p)(t) . (48)

Now, by defining q̃h1 , qh1 − q̂h1 a linear high–gain
observer is proposed as

˙̂qh1 = q̂h2 + λp+1q̃h1 (49)

˙̂qh2 = ẑ1 + g(q)u+ λpq̃h1 (50)

˙̂z1 = ẑ2 + λp−1q̃h1 (51)

...

˙̂zp−1 = ẑp + λ1q̃h1 (52)

˙̂zp = λ0q̃h1 . (53)

Equation (41) must be modified to avoid the employment
of γ̇, this can be done by defining

ψ̇d = (−lhsφs2ψ − k
Tξ)([1 0] ˆ̇qh1)/(lhcφcψ) . (54)



In a similar way, the control law (42) is modified as follows

u = g+(+q)
(
−ẑ1 −Kr( ˙̂qh1 − q̇hd)

)
. (55)

Remark 3. The controller–observer given by (49)–(53)
and (55) is known in the literature as Active Disturbance
Rejection Control (ADRC). The ADRC does not need the
explicit computation of f(q, q̇h) in contrast with the feed-
back linearisation approach in (42). This term is instead
estimated on line, in an approximate but arbitrarily close
manner (see Sira-Ramı́rez et al., 2010, for details). Another
important advantage is that it does not rely on velocity
measurements. �

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

5.1 Controllers’ comparison

Both controllers presented in Section 4 are tested by
means of a numeric simulation. The system parameters
considered for carrying out the simulations are listed in
Table 1.

Table 1. Simulation parameters

Meaning Parameter Value

Hoop mass mh 0.5 kg
Pole mass mp 10 kg

Hoop radius lh 0.5m
Pole radius rp 0.05m

Gravity constant g 9.81m/s2
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Fig. 2. Contact point position over the pole: NPFL (- - -),
ADRC (—), reference (· · · ).
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Fig. 3. Hoop angular speed: NPFL (- - -), ADRC (—),
reference (· · · ).

For both controllers, the gains in (41)–(42) and (54)–(55)
are chosen as k1 = k2 = k3 = 10, and Kr = diag{2, 10}.
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Fig. 4. ψ coordinate: NPFL (- - -), ADRC (—).
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Fig. 5. φ coordinate: NPFL (- - -), ADRC (—).
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Fig. 6. Velocity θ̇: NPFL (- - -), ADRC (—).

The sampling time for the control loop is set to T =
0.005 s. It is considered that the state q can be measured
by means of a generic sensors system i.e., a vision system.
It is also considered that the vision loop acquisition and
processing frequency is 50 Hz, i.e., the sample time for this
loop is set to Tv = 0.02 s. The velocities required for the
inverse dynamics control are in turn estimated from vision
measurements.

For the high–gain observer in Section 4.2 it is chosen p = 2,
and the gains in (49)–(53) are chosen as λ0 = 1.6× 105I2,
λ1 = 3.2 × 104I2, λ2 = 2.4 × 103I2, and λ3 = 80I2, i.e.,
the observer poles are located at p1 = p2 = p3 = p4 = −20.

The initial conditions for the state q in (21) are chosen
as ψ(t0) = π/12 rad, γ(t0) = π/8 rad, θ(t0) = π/8 rad,
φ(t0) = π/12 rad, zo(t0) = −0.2 m, and xp(t0) = yp(t0) =
zp(t0) = 0 m. The initial conditions for all the time



derivatives of the states are set to zero, except for γ̇(t0) =

0.1 rad/s and θ̇(t0) = (lh/rp) γ̇(t0).

The contact point position and the hoop speed time evolu-
tion are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. From these
figures, it can be seen that the performance is almost the
same for both controllers, besides the ADRC needs neither
velocity measurements nor the explicit computation of
f(q, q̇h) in (40).

The ψ and φ coordinates time evolution is shown in
Figures 4 and 5, respectively. Both coordinates ψ and φ
are driven to zero, which means that the hoop remains in
an orthogonal plane with respect to the pole. Finally, in
Figure 6 the velocity θ̇ is displayed, where its close relation
to γ̇ in steady state is made evident.

5.2 Robustness test

To test the ADRC controller robustness against uncertain-
ties, the mass of both the hoop and the pole, necessary to
compute g(q), are varied for the controller implementation
in (49)–(53) and (55). The estimated values for the hoop
and pole masses are set to 1 kg and 7.5 kg, i.e., 100% and
25% of uncertainty error, respectively.
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Fig. 7. Contact point position over the pole: nominal (—),
uncertain (- - -), reference (· · · ).
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Fig. 8. Hoop angular speed: nominal (—), uncertain (- - -),
reference (· · · ).

The contact point position and the angular speed of the
hoop around the pole for this case are shown in Figures 7
and 8, respectively. From these figures one can conclude
that the performance is not considerably deteriorated
despite the uncertainties. The ψ and φ coordinates are
displayed in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. In Figure 11,
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Fig. 9. ψ coordinate: nominal (—), uncertain (- - -).
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Fig. 10. φ coordinate: nominal (—), uncertain (- - -).
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Fig. 11. Velocity θ̇: nominal (—), uncertain (- - -).

the angular velocity of the contact point around the
pole is shown. Once again, it can be concluded that
the controller performance does not decrease with the
uncertainty considered.

5.3 Zero dynamics

Although the hoop is stabilised at a desired spinning
velocity and position, the pole position diverges, as pointed
out by Nishizaki et al. (2009). This can be seen by
analysing the zero dynamics, as proposed by Spong (1994).
Whenever the invariant manifold z = q̇h − q̇hd = 0 is
reached, q̈h ≡ 0, and the dynamic behaviour of the pole
coordinates is described by



q̈p =−M−1
p cp − T+

h cr

=


−mhω

2
d(lh − rp) cos(ωdt) + gms sin2(ωdt)

ms

−
(
mhω

2
d(lh − rp) +mpg cos(ωdt)

)
sin(ωdt)

ms
0

 ,
(56)

where ms = mp + mh, and ωd = (lh/rp)γ̇d. The solution
of this equation is

qp(t) =

c1 cos(ωdt) + c2 cos(2ωdt) + c3t
2 + c4t+ c5

c6 sin(ωdt) + c7 sin(2ωdt) + c8t+ c9
żp(tss)t+ zp(tss)

 ,
(57)

where the ci are suitable integration constants and tss is
the stationary state response time. It can be seen that the
pole coordinates trajectories (57) grow unbounded.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, the model of a robotic hula–hoop system is
analysed and improved with respect to the models and
controllers currently available in the literature. Addition-
ally, a control strategy that does not depend on velocity
measurements nor the full model of the system is proposed.
The validity of the approach is tested and compared with a
previously reported one by means of numeric simulations.

As a future work, the main challenge is to stabilise the
Cartesian position of the pole to avoid its divergence. The
dynamic model controllability will be also studied to get an
understanding of what its limitations are. The assumptions
of maintaining contact and rolling without slipping have to
be assured by computing the contact force and the friction
cone, given a dry friction coefficient for the pole and hoop
specific materials. Finally, a real–time implementation in
an experimental platform will be pursued.
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